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REPORT 

Wawa Area Geophysical Work Report

on

Currie Rose Resources Inc. Claim Group

Lendrum and McMurray Townships

Wawa Area, Ontario

Introduction t

Prospector C. C. Clement discovered 3 or more diamonds in the Wawa 

Creek while panning for gold on his mining claims south of Wawa, 

Ontario. Three of the stones eventually found their way to the 

Royal Ontario Museum, department of Mineralogy, in late 1993 and 

were in fact confirmed as diamonds weighing 1.13 carats, 1.05 and 

0.42 carats respectively. The two larger stones were identified as 

industrial grade diamonds by the R.O.M. and the smaller stone was 

identified as a clear diamond of gem quality by two independent 

commercial gemmologists in Ontario in early 1995.

The discovery of these diamonds led the Ontario Geological Survey 

to carry out a sampling program. In order to establish the 

authenticity of Clement's diamond find, the results of this program 

carried out in late 1993 and the summer of 1994 were reported in 

open file report 5908 (Morris, T.F., Murray, C., and Crabtree, D., 

1994. Results of Overburden sampling for Kimberlite Hoavy mineral 

indicators and gold grains, Michipicoten River - Wawa Area, 

Northwestern Ontario; Ontario Geological Survey, Open file report 

5908, 69p).
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The report concluded with a recommendation that several areas were 

worthy of further sampling and exploration work, one of these areas 

being the Trout Creek drainage basin to the lower reaches of the 

Michipicoten River.

Shortly after the release of the report, Currie Rose Resources Inc. 

acquired from various prospectors a large number of claim blocks in 

the Trout, Wawa, and Coldwater Creek drainage systems, including 

the area of the alleged diamond discovery and the area recommended 

for further exploration by the O.G.S.

The contents of this report cover Currie Rose's first physical work 

on these claims in the spring of 1995.
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Claim Information;

Claims on which the physical work was performed are 10O% owned by 

Currie Rose Resources Inc., Corbloc, 80 King Street, P.O. Box 1134, 

St. Catharines, Ontario L2R 7A3, and include the following:

1 SSM 1110162

2 SSM 1174373

3 SSM 1163431

4 SSM 163428

5 SSM 1174414

6 SSM 1174319

7 SSM 1163703

8 SSM 1134871

9 SSM 1059671

The claims lie in Lendrum and McMurray Townships in the Sault St. 

Marie mining divisions 4km south of the town of Wawa, Ontario. The 

claims are at the East side of the Trans Canada Highway (Ontario 

Highway No. 17) and are intersected by the East-West Road to the 

High Falls Dam. Claims are fully shown on the attached map and lay 

centrally around 66400 Easting and 531100 Northing.

C.C. Clement, the original diamond discoverer, carried out 

geophysical work under the direction of Seymour Sears, Geological 

Engineer, from 1990 to 1994. The work is fully described in Sears' 

Reports listed in the Table of References. In brief, the work
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included prospecting, linecutting, sampling, diamond drilling, 

mapping, and laboratory analysis for KIM (Kimberlite Indicator 

Minerals).

The claim area sits on the Michipicoten greenstone belt which lies 

within the Wawa subprovince of the Superior Province of the 

Canadian Shield. There are 4 major medisedimentary and 

metavolcanic rock types recognized within the Mechipicoten 

greenstone belt. Glaciofluvial materials were deposited as valley- 

fill sequences within the bedrock controlled valleys. These 

valley-fills consist of sorted sands and gravel and ice-contact 

sheetified drift (see Open File Report 5908, O.G.S., Morris, T.F., 

Murray, C., and Crabtree, D.).
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Equipment: and Laboratory;

Arrangements were made with the High Falls Lumber Company to lease 

space in one of their buildings located in the sawmill complex on 

the High Falls Road, which actually sits on one of the claims on 

which the work was performed. Electricity and pressure water were 

available to assist in sample washing and separation, as well as 

laboratory and office space for mapping and record keeping.

The High Falls Lumber Company also had a selection of heavy 

construction and logging equipment that was made available on an 

hourly, daily or weekly rental basis for use in digging and 

transporting bulk sample materials from each test area to the lab. 

Machinery used included:

21/2 cubic yards articulated front end loader rubber mounted.

Large logging skidder, rubber mounted with heavy traction

gripper chains.

Small Kabota hydraulic backhoe track mounted.

4WD pick-up truck.

Currie Rose commissioned the construction of a gasoline engine, 

powered hydraulic concentrator to its own design. This hybred 

design allowed for minute changes in speed and amplitude of the 

suspended, driven sluices as well as providing for quick change of 

various riffle bars and heavy concentrate trapping mats. The unit 

also had a grizzly with changeable screens and pressure water wash. 

Brightly coloured tracer material of British manufacture and 

origin, and having a specific gravity of 3.53 was obtained and cut
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into small pieces from large sand grain size to 3/16 rounds. This 

material is the same specific gravity as diamonds and was used to 

fine-tune the concentrator. A recovery rate well over 95% was 

achieved with the concentrator under controlled test using various 

sands and gravels.

Small rough diamonds approximately O. l carat in weight were 

obtained, and were used to further tune the mechanical sluice for 

optimum performance. Recovery rate was close to 95**, giving us 

assured confidence the concentration was working as planned.

A GOLD SCREW 18" spiral concentrator was procurred and set up in 

the laboratory area. The spiral is a revolving table with a trough 

that leads from the outer perimeter to the centre hole. The device 

is set to an adjustable angle of approximately 6 0* from the 

horizontal. The table revolves at a variable speed of 4 - 6 

revolutions per minute and is mechanical shaken during its slow 

turns. Heavy material will follow the trough until it eventually 

falls into a collection pail through the centre hole. The spiral 

was fine-tuned using the artificial and real diamond tracers and a 

recovery rate of 10(^ was constantly achieved, demonstrating the 

effectiveness and accuracy of the operation.
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Personal;

The services of Mr. Donald Sutherland BASc., Geological Engineer, 

were retained to oversee this work program and to provide 

Geological consultation. Mr. Sutherland was on the site full-time 

during all work carried out under this report (Mr. Sutherland's 

qualifications are listed in the reference section).

Mr. Sutherland also maintained and operated the laboratory at High 

Falls Lumber including all concentrate fed through the spiral, its 

premium identification, packaging and shipping to the Assay Lab and 

general overall professional consultation to the entire exploration 

program.

Mr. Harold Smith and Mr. Art Ellis, Currie Rose Resources Inc. 

personnel carried out the management of sample excavation and 

transportation to the contractor site and operated the 

concentrator site and operated the concentrator during th sampling.

Mr. Glenn Parker, Mr. Gael Northey were employed on various jobs 

around the concentrator and in the lab assisting Mr. Sutherland. 

Part time help was obtained as needed from the High Falls Lumber 

Company.
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The Sampling Program;

Nine targets were carefully chosen from which a l ton sample was to 

be taken, the location of these targets are shown on the attached 

map and are identified by their UTM co-ordinates as follows:

SAMPLE NO. EASTING NORTHING DEPTH

1 663 780 5310880 5.6 FT

2 664 500 5310720 5.8 FT

3 664 540 5311250 4.8 FT

4 665 400 5311290 4.8 FT

5 662 800 5310550 1.2 FT

6 664 150 5312675 6.8 FT

7 664 150 5312320 4.6 FT

8 663 930 5312200 4.6 FT

9 663 950 5311720 1.2 FT
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The target locations were selected by the on site geologist being 

influenced by the following factors:

a) At the time of this work, kimberlite pipes were believed to 

produce magnetic low bullseyes on E.M. mapping and survey 

work. The O.G.S. Airborne E.M. surveys of 1980, map no. 8043 

and 1987, map no. 8103 showed various well defined magnetic 

low bullseye that were used in locating sampling targets under 

this program. (See references for map description details) It 

has since been shown that kimberlite pipes may show other than 

a magnetic low in Canada.

b) Morris, T.F., Murray C., and Crabtree C. O.G.S. open file 

report no. 5908 (see references) strongly recommend specific 

areas for further K.I.M. sampling and exploration work, these 

recommendation were carefully followed.

c) Reasonable accessability to earn target area was required to 

allow the heavy loader or skidder to clear for excavation at 

the target site. Crossing of creeks was not economically 

possible due to the expense of bridge building and long 

bush roads were avoided.

d) A reasonable effort was made to study the provenance of the

materials which may have been eroded to the site.

The appropriate loader or skidder was used to construct access 

roads from the closest logging or bush roads to each target site. 

The Kaboda backhoe was then transported on the large loaders bucket 

to the sample site. The large equipment was used to clear the 

target site of all bush, trees and organic soils exposing the
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original glaciofluvial sands and gravels which were excavated to a 

depth of 2 or 3 feet making a clear flat work surface for the 

small Kaboda backhoe to work from.

The Kaboda was driven into the cleared area and proceeded to dig a 

sample trench which generally ran to 8 feet in depth from grade. 

A general cross section of the material was loaded into the bucket 

of the 2 1/2 c.y. loader which in turn was used to transport the 

material to the powered concentrator site. After delivery of the 

sample material the large loader would return to the sample site to 

backfill with the remaining excavated material and the topsoil was 

pushed back to level the site to as close as possible to the 

original condition. Each sample would take from l 1/2 to 2 days to 

extract and additional time was consumed in planking down sections 

of the Trans-Canada Highway to prevent damage while the steel 

cleated skidder was driven over a narrow guard rail section of 

asphalt pavement.

The powered concentrator was set up on the Trout Creek just off of 

the garbage dump road, water was available from Trout Creek and a 

plywood platform was laid down to contain the sample material when 

delivered. Samples from isolated sites were loaded into 25 - 30 

litre plastic pails that held approximately 75 Ibs of material and 

delivered to the concentrator site by 1/2 ton pick-up truck. A 

canoe was rented to haul out the sample no. 5 from an island in the 

Dead River.
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Sample no. 9 was taken from the basin at the bottom of the falls on 

Wawa Creek which is in a fairly deep gorge. Each 20 litre pail was 

hauled up by a rope hoist and carried out to the closest bush road 

onto the waiting 1/2 ton pick-up for delivery to the concentrator.

The material was shovelled from the plywood platform to the grizzly 

on the powered concentrator, here blasts of water from the 

surrounding nozzles broke up the silty gravel material through a 

1/4" x 1/4" screen. The material proceeded down the rifle bars and 

the waste was washed down a small incline. After 200 Ibs or so of 

material was passed through the concentrator the material behind 

the riffle bars was removed into a holding tub and the plastic 

matting under the riffle bars was washed down into the same holding 

tub.

At the end of one sample run of approximately 2000 Ibs which took 

about 12 hours, the concentrate in the holding tub would amount to 

about 100 Ibs, this was again passed through the concentrator 

several times to be reduced to a 2 litre pail full of heavy 

concentrate, weighing approximately 8 Ibs. This material was 

delivered to the geologist at the lab.
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At the lab the material was washed through a set of lab classifying 

screens as follows:

SCREEN NO. SIZE IN MM

1/4" 6.30

No. 6 3.34

No. 14 1.40

No. 20 .85

No. 35 .50

Magnetic fraction was then removed with a heavy hand magnetic being 

passed over the various separated samples, the 1/4" fraction was 

visually inspected and the remainder of the samples were passed 

through the spiral concentrator. The spiral being tuned to sperate 

materials heavier than S.G.3.1. produced small quantities of heavy 

concentrate which was then examined under optical microscopy for 

identification of K.I.M.'s.

No diamonds were recovered during this program and a small amount 

of suspected K.I.M.'s were sent for electron microscope 

identification and for chemical analysis by spectometry probing

The heavy concentrate from samples no. 1 , 2, 4 , 7 and 8 were then 

sent to Lakefield Research for caustic dissolution treatment which 

is fully reported in Lakefield Research Report No. 8900-910 dated 

June 15, 1995. (attached hereto)
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Time Diary - 19951

April 23, Sunday Man Days 

Move equipment, concentrators and lab 

Materials from St. Catharines and Calgary 

Art Ellis (A.E.), Harold Smith (H.S.)

Technicians 2x1 Tech 2 

Don Sutherland (D.S.)

Geologist 1x1 Geo l 

Al Tipman (A.T.) 1x1 Tech l

April 24, Monday

Set up concentrator on site, repair

pulleys, construct lab table and

shelves and lighting

H.S., A.E., A.T. Tech 3 

D.S. Geo .5

April 25, Tuesday

Dig Sample #1 - High Falls Lumber

Equipment and Operators Equip l

Start running Sample #1 Tech 2

Set up lab, locate Sample #1,

Oversee concentrator Geo l



April 26, Wednesday 

Dig Sample f2

Concentrator running No. l 

Lab and oversee

Equip

Tech

Geo
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1

2 

l

April 27, Thursday 

Dig Sample f3

Concentrator running fi S 2 

Lab running #l

Equip

Tech

Geo

1

2 

l

April 28, Friday 

Dig Sample f4 

Concentrator running #2 

Lab running #1

Equip

Tech

Geo

1

2

,5

April 29, Saturday

Hand dig, boat out Sample #5

Concentrator running #3

G. Parker, G. Northey on site

Lab running f2

Equip 

Tech 

Labour 

Geo

1

2 

2 

l

April 30, Sunday 

Concentrator running #3 S 4 

G. Parker, G. Northey on site 

Lab running f2

Tech

Labour

Geo

2

2

,5
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May l, Monday

Complete taking out #5

Concentrator running #4

G. Parker, G. Northey on site

Lab running #3

May 2, Tuesday 

Dig Sample #6 

Concentrator running #5 

G. Parker, G. Northey 

Lab running #4

May 3, Wednesday 

Dig Sample #7 

Concentrator running #6 

G. Parker, G. Northey 

Lab running f5

May 4, Thursday 

Dig Sample f8 

Concentrator running #7 

G. Parker, G. Northey 

Lab running #6

Equip

Tech

Labour

Geo

Equip

Tech

Labour

Geo

Equip

Tech

Labour

Geo

Equip

Tech

Labour

Geo

1

2

2

1

1

2

2

.5

1

2

2

1

1

2

2

.5
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May 5, Friday 

Dig and hoist Sample #9 

Concentrator running t8 

G. Parker, G. Northey 

Lab running #7

Equip 

Tech 

Labour 

Geo

1

2 

2 

l

May 6, Saturday 

Dig, hoist and move #9 

Concentrator running #9 

G. Parker, G. Northey 

Lab running #8, cleanup

Equip 

Tech 

Labour 

Geo

1

2 

2 

l

May 7, Sunday

Concentrator - cleaned site 

G. Parker, G. Northey 

Lab running #9

Tech

Labour

Geo

2

2

,5

May 8, Monday 

Moved out equipment Tech

April 1997

Technician, accumulate reports,

mapping, report preparation and

print Tech
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TOTAL DAYS

Heavy Equipment and operators 11

Technicians 41

Labour 18

Geologist 12
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T" At/ inn IT! T^ A Division of Falconbridge Limited
185 Concession Street, Postal Bag 4300 

Lakefield, Ontario, Canada KOL 2HO 
Tel: (705) 652-2000 Fax: (705) 652-6365

Currie Rose Resources Inc. June 15, 1995

POBox 1134, Corbloc,

80 King Street

St. Catharines, Ontario

CANADA L2R 7A3

Attention: Harold Smith

Re: LR Project No. 8900-910 Batch #1

Dear Harold:

We have completed the tasks required for the five samples identified as #1, #2, #4, #7, and #8.

The tasks were defined as follows:

* S izing at 20 and 100 mesh

* Magstream separation of-20+100 mesh fractions at SG 3.1

* Optical microscopy of-20+100 mesh fractions for identification of indicator minerals

* Caustic dissolution treatment of the -20+100 mesh nonmagnetic fractions and selected 

paramagnetic fractions (#1, #7 and #8) for the recovery of microdiamonds

* Caustic dissolution treatment of selected +20 mesh fractions (#1, #7 and #8) for the recovery 

of macrodiamonds

The -20+100 mesh heavy mineral concentrates contained few red garnets (pyrope?), orange 

garnets (eclogitic almandine-pyrope?, crustal metamorphic almandine? or spessartine?), ilmenite 

and trace chromite, and scattered green pyroxene. Electron microprobe analysis of the selected 

grains, particularly for the orange garnets, pyroxenes and ilmenites, is required to confirm 

affinities with kimberlites, peridotites or eclogites.

This report refers to the samples as received. The practice of this Company in Issuing reports of this nature Is to require the recipient not to publish 
the report or part thereof without the written consent of Lakefield Research.

LAKEFIELD RESEARCH CHILE SA., Los Ebanistas 8585, Parque Industrial La Reina, Santiago, Chile 
Fono 56-2-273-0487 Facsimil 56-2-273-0250
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No diamonds were recovered from the five caustic dissolution residues of the -20+100 mesh 

nonmagnetic fractions; oxides including opaque and blue/green spinel, clear and white silicates, 

corundum, graphite, sphene, and sulphides were identified.

Caustic treatment of the combined +20 mesh fractions and -20+100 mesh paramagnetic fractions 

from samples #1, #7, and #8 identified the presence of opaque spinel, clear silicates, relict rock 

fragments, trace translucent green spinel and few grains of garnet; the latter exhibit the pale 

purplish coloration and morphology common to peridotitic (Iherzolitic) garnets recovered from 

many kimberlite samples. Electron microprobe analysis of the garnet grains is required to 

confirm affinities with kimberlites, peridotites or eclogites. No macrodiamonds or 

microdiamonds were recovered.

Procedures

Size Classification and Heavy Mineral Concentration

The samples were classified using wet vibratory Kason screens at 20 and 100 mesh. The 

undersize reported to the tailings pond. The +20 mesh material was dried and stored for future 

examination; subsequent to submission of the preliminary report, caustic dissolution was 

requested for samples #1, #7 and #8.

The -20+100 mesh fraction was dried and submitted for heavy mineral concentration by 

Magstream 200 Separator, the ferromagnetics were removed by Frantz magnetic separation 

(drop-through mode) prior to Magstream separation. The Magstream separation was carried out 

at an equivalent specific gravity of 3.1. The light and heavy fractions were dried, weighed and 

submitted for Frantz magnetic separation to remove the strongly paramagnetic minerals.

The -20+100 mesh weakly paramagnetic and nonmagnetic fractions were submitted for indicator 

mineral microscopy.
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Optical Microscopy

The -20+100 mesh weakly paramagnetic and nonmagnetic fractions were examined by binocular 

microscope at magnifications of up to 400x.

The fractions were examined for the presence of peridotitic chrome pyrope garnet, eclogitic 

almandine-pyrope garnet, high chrome diopside, picroilmenite and picrochromite. Any grains of 

interest were selected and packaged into glass vials for future electron microprobe analysis.

Caustic Dissolution

The -20+100 mesh paramagnetic and nonmagnetic fractions from each of five samples and the 

+20 mesh fractions (and -20+100 mesh strongly paramagentic fractions) combined from samples 

#1, #7, and #8, were submitted for caustic dissolution treatment to recover contained diamonds. 

The -20+100 mesh magnetic separation products were submitted for bench scale caustic 

dissolution treatment using the nickel crucibles heated within the muffle furnace; the general 

procedures are similar to those given for the larger samples. The combined coarse and strongly 

paramagnetic fractions were submitted for standard bulk caustic dissolution treatment as 

described below.

The caustic dissolution treatment, directly uses diamond's property of high resistance to chemical 

attack. The procedure was developed, and refined to improve and streamline the process for 

routine diamond exploration samples, in response to the microdiamond losses attributed to 

standard attrition milling and also to reduce the weight of final concentrate.

The major advantage of the caustic dissolution process is the ability to recover, without 

breakage, all of the diamonds contained within the sample regardless of their particle size (+100 

mesh), liberation size, quality or origin. The latter may account for actual diamond xenocrysts 

from the 'kimberlite' material, and l or quality control stones added by Lakefield Research or by 

the client, and l or diamonds attributed to the exploratory core drilling equipment.

Diamond losses and modifications to the size distribution profile due to stone breakage are 

eliminated. A comparison of the efficiency of the caustic dissolution treatment and attrition
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milling flowsheets was undertaken using 'seeded' kimberlite samples. The results clearly 

indicated breakage and losses of microdiamonds from the milled samples; the normalized stone 

frequency (SPFK) and octacarat weights (OCPFK) typically were reduced by a factor of two to 

ten times. Anomalously high stone frequency data indicating breakage was reported; 

corresponding stone weights and microdiamond grades were invariably low.

Routine quality control tests are utilized to evaluate the efficiency of the caustic dissolution 

technique. As such, the samples are blind spiked, prior to the fusion step, with green diamonds 

typically measuring from 10 to 80 mesh; these stones have been neutron irradiated to produce the 

distinctive coloration.

Lakefleld Research is not responsible for determination of the origin, quality or valuation 

of any diamonds recovered.

Flowsheet l outlines the typical program for microdiamond recovery from exploration samples. 

The caustic dissolution followed by water and acid leaching, and magnetic separations will 

produce several fractions commonly containing relict indicator minerals and a non-magnetic 

fraction possibly containing microdiamonds.

The Lakefield Research facility has sixteen pottery kilns which can treat up to 8 kg each (using - 

3/8" to -2" crushed feed material) and are run in a 24 hour cycle.

The use of smaller sample charges may be dictated by the abundance of carbonate minerals. 

Prior to the dissolution stage, a cursory mineralogical examination, by XRD and l or acid leach 

test (note effervescence), is carried out to identify any potentially deleterious phases.

The carbonates, in particular, may exhibit a vigorous reaction to the hot caustic soda. Therefore, 

1) the sample charge must be reduced to accomodate the relative volume increase or 2) the 

sample may be subjected to an acid digestion step. The former is recommended as the latter 

requires a similar time frame and additional material handling (leaching, filtering, rinsing, 

drying, weighing, etc.) which could contribute to potential losses of microdiamonds.
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At the appropriate sodium hydroxide to sample ratio and optimum temperatures, the reaction is 

allowed to continue overnight. As depicted in the flowsheet, the process consists of dissolving 

the entire sample in a molten sodium hydroxide bath and typically recovering the -HOO mesh 

residue.

An important feature of the recovery system is the pouring of the melt through a large diameter, 

stainless steel screen to collect the residue. The screening procedure significantly reduces the 

material handling and simplifies the subsequent leaching process. The screen and pot are 

leached sequentially with water and then acid to dissolve the residual sodium hydroxide. 

Collection of the final dissolution residue from the leaching tub is also made on a stainless steel 

screen. Of note, all screens are dedicated to only the diamond programs; each of the screens is 

examined thoroughly before and after usage. Any 'flaws require immediate replacement of the 

screen.

The spent caustic is allowed to cool for 24 hours, is removed from the recovery vessel and 

drummed for recycling for outside industrial applications.

After drying, the dissolution residue typically is split into three magnetic and non-magnetic 

fractions using the permanent magnet followed by the Frantz Isodynamic Separator. Extreme 

care is required as the non-magnetic, diamondiferous, portion of the residue commonly amounts 

to no more than a few milligrams. The concentrate products are then submitted for microscopy.

Very few minerals survive the harsh attack; therefore weight reductions commonly exceed 9907o 

of the initial sample weight. The high weight loss with optimum stone recovery is another major 

advantage of the caustic dissolution technique.
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Only highly resistant minerals such as diamond, graphite, moissanite, zircon, chromite, kyanite, 

etc. survive the caustic attack. Of note, partially dissolved indicator minerals including colorless 

to opaque spinel, garnet, and ilmenite, as rounded relicts of original coarse grains, may occur in 

the dissolution residue.

Results

The following sample weights were received.

#1 5970g

#2 6163g

#4 . 4348g

#7 3827g

#8 6945g

The separation products are summarized as follows:

* Head sample 
" +20 Mesh

* CD Residues (#l, #7, #8)
* -20+100 Mesh

* Ferromagnetics
* Nonferromagnetics

* MGS Lights
* MGS Heavies

* Paramagnetics
. CD Residues (#1, #7, #8)

* Nonmagnetics
. CD Residues (# l, #2, #4, #7, #8)

* -l00 mesh
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The weight distributions of the separation products are summarized in the following tabulation.

+20 Mesh -20+100 Mesh

#1
#2

#4

#7

#8

798

715

5.3

226

1573

Ferromags

251

66

585

79

134

MGS Lights

3940

4679

2861

2818

4343

Paramags

966

398

867

682

856

Nonmags

24

14

39

29

46

All of the caustic dissolution residues weighed much less than lg.

The -20+100 mesh heavy mineral concentrates contained few red garnets (pyrope?), orange 

garnets (eclogitic almandine-pyrope?, crustal metamorphic almandine?, crustal spessartine?), 

ilmenite and trace chromite, and scattered green pyroxene. The summary table of the selected 

grains is given below. No chrome pyrope garnets or picrochromites were identified. Electron 

microprobe analysis of the selected grains, particularly for the orange garnets, pyroxenes and 

ilmenites, is required to confirm affinities with kimberlites, peridotites or eclogites.

Cr Pyrope

#1 0

#2 0

#4 0

#7 0

#8 0

Pyrope

5

0

4

3

3

Alm-Py

10

5

10

10
10

Cr Diop

10

0

5 pale

1

3

Mg Oxide

10

10

10

10
10

No d iamonds were recovered from the five caustic dissolution residues of the -20+100 mesh 

nonmagnetic fractions; oxides including opaque and blue/green spinel, clear and white silicates, 

corundum, graphite, sphene, and sulphides were identified.



Currie Rose Resources 8900-910 B l Lakefleld Research Mineralogy - Diamonds

Caustic treatment of the combined +20 mesh fractions and -20+100 mesh paramagnetic fractions 

from samples #1, #7, and #8 identified the presence of opaque spinel, clear silicates, relict rock 

fragments, trace translucent green spinel and few grains of garnet; the latter exhibit the pale 

purplish coloration and morphology common to peridotitic (Iherzolitic) garnets recovered from 

many kimberlite samples. Electron microprobe analysis of the garnet grains is required to 

confirm affinities with kimberlites, peridotites or eclogites. No macrodiamonds or 

microdiamonds were recovered.

The residues and invoice will be forwarded under separate cover.

If there are any questions regarding the results, please do not hesitate to call me.

Best regards, 

LAKEFIELD RESEARCH

J.G. Davison, M.Sc. 

Senior Mineralogist 

PH# 705-652-2019



Caustic Dissolution Package Lakefield Research Mineralogy - Diamonds

DIAMOND FLOWSHEET 1. CAUSTIC DISSOLUTION

CRUSH

l
SPLIT CHARGES

I
DISSOLUTION 

(molten NaOH)

COLLECT RESIDUE 
(100 mesh screen)

WATER WASH AND 
ACID LEACH RESIDUE

DRY AND REMOVE 
FERROMAGNETICS

FRANTZ MAGNETIC SEPARATION

MICROSCOPIC EXAMINATION 
of Nonmagnetic Fraction 

for Mlcrodiamonds
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Ontario and Mine*
Declaration of Assessment Work 
Performed on Mining Land

1ten ttm and lip), M.O.1NO

ITranuoOon Number (offie* u**)
57* -
t FIIM HAimimox Filet Hnwoh Imping

41N15NW0048 2.17362 MCMURRAY 900

of eubeecUone 45(2) end 89(3) ol the Mining Act. Under eection edm* 
t review Ih* atteeemem work ind oorreepond wdri the mining lend holder. 
j Recorder, Mlnlclry ol Northern Development end Mlrtei. W\ Floor.

Instructions: - For work performed on Crown Lands before recording a claim, use form 0240. 
- Please type or print In Ink.

1. Recorded holdsr(s) (Attach a list If necessary) 2 .17362
Name

Currie Rose Resources Inc .
Addreii

P.O. Box 1134, 80 Kinq Street

Bat. Catharines, Ontario L2R 7A3
Name

Addreta

Cllmt Number 
300897

Telephone Numb*' 
905-688-9731

Fit Number 
905-688-5615

Ctltfll Number

Telephone NumMr

F*x Number

2. Type of work performed: Cheek ( ^) and report on only ONE of the following groups for this declaration.

Rehabilitationrr-v^eotechnloal; prospecting, surveys, r-i Physical: drilling, stripping, 
U-! assays and work under section 18 (regs) LJ trenching and associated aassays
Work Type

' Sampling program

33 On 1 Itonm 1 VMT St9f p* Sir | MMU/1 Vi*
Olobal Positioning Syalem Dili (D (ytulaila) TOMmhip/ArM McMurray 

Lendrum Rabqpo
M or OrPlan Number 
JJ2785 G2795

Office Use
Commodity
Total l Value of ,r. ...^-W 
Work Claimed / 5 '77 5

s
NTS Rsftrenoe

Mining Division J} ^ 5l
Resident Gsotoglst CT c- . 
District (J), uX/M

Pleasa remember to: - obtain a work permit from the Ministry of Natural Resources aa required;
- provide proper notice to surface rights holders before starting work;
- complete and attach a Statement of Costs, form 0212;
- provide a map showing contiguous mining lands that are Unkad for assigning work;
- Include two copies of your technical report.

3. Person or companies who prepared trie technical report (Attach a list If necessary)
Nwnt
Art Ellis

Mdrtii 
26 Church Street, St. Catherines, Ont. L2R3B6

Name

Mdrtu

N*mi

Addrtt*

TtMpDan* Numtm 
905-688-9330

Fix Number 
905-688-9331

Telephone Number

FM Number

Telephone Number

Ftxllumber

4. Certification by Recorded Holder or Agent

i, Harold Smith
(Prirri

_______ , do hereby certify thai l have personal knowledge of the facts set
forth In this Declaration of Assessment Work having caused the work to be performed or witnessed the same during 
or after Its completion and, to the best of my knowledge, the annexed report is true.

Slpnaiure of R*C6rtl*d Hctdir or Afleot Dale 
April 30, 1997,pril

NumberAgont l MdreM Telephone Number Fu

RECEIVED
^ JUN Q 5 1997

MINING LANDS BRANCH



SI X* X)

05/29/97 15:59 O 905 688 5615 fflNDIH 04

5. Work to be recorded and distributed. Work can only be assigned to claims that are contiguous (adjoining) to 
the mining (and where work was performed, at the time work was performed. A map showing the contiguous link 
must accompany this form.

Mining Claim Numbtr. Or H
work was don* on othar allglbia 
mining land, show In Ihla 
column Ida tocalton number 
Indicated on the dalm map.

eg

eg

09

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

TB 7827

1234567

1234660

SSM 1110162

1163431

1163428

1174414

1134871

1059671

1059672

1174BOB

1174415

1174361

1174611

1140760

1140764

1197605

Number or Claim 
Unlit. For olhar 
mining land. UM 
haciarai.

16 ha

12

2

1 *

1 '

1 *

1 -

1
4

1

3

1

1

1

1

2

3

Column Total*

Velu* of work 
ptrlorrnad on thlt 
dalm or other 
mining land.

526, 825

0

S S, 892

$ 3,033

8 3.073

S 3.073

S 3,073

9 3.073

9 3.080

518.445

Valua Of work 
applied to (hli 
ctalrp -a

Mi c *
N/A

S24.000

S 4,000

9 273

S 273

S 273

92,800

S 273

81.200

$ 800

93,600

SI, 200

$1,200

91,200

91,200

92,400

81,200

917,892

Valua of work 
aaalgnad to other 

(wtaln^lm*/--.. i
G O O t

924,000

0

0

92,800

S2.BOO

92.800

92,800

^9,1^600

912,800

Bank. Vatut Ol work 
to be dlwrlbulod 

,jf( i lutura dait.

S2.825

0

S4.892

9 273

9 280

9553

l. , do hereby certify that the above work credits are eligible under
(Prim Ful Namaj

subsection 7 (1) of the Assessment Work Regulation 6/96 for assignment to contiguous claims or lor application to 
the claim where the work was done.
Signature of meorow HoWar or Agent i Data

Mav 30. 1997

6. Instruction* for cutting back credits that are not approved.

Some of the credits claimed In this declaration may be out back. Please check ( ^ ) In the boxes below to show how 
you wish to prioritize the deletion of credits:

E9 1. Credits are to be cut back from the Bank first, followed by option 2 or 3 or 4 as Indicated.
E3 2. Credits are to be cut back starting with the claims listed last, working backwards; or
D 3. Credits are to be out back equally over all claims listed In this declaration; or
O 4. Credits are to be cut back as prioritized on the attac

Note: If you have not Indicated how your credits are to be deleted, orec 
followed by option number 2, If necessary.

Tf TETJ E'f TE V

JUNQ51997

MINING LANDS BRANCH
IB win mi (Hit Dawn i torn iim DI

;rlbe):

ik first,jEMMr*
For OftfcilJsft
Received Stamp

AM
MAY 2 9 1997

Data Notification Sani

FM
.2.3,4,5,6

/ r V^* A f*- * t/r 7
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Mlnlitry of
Northern Development Statement of Costa 

for Assessment Credit
Trtnuctlon Number (olllc* u•i)

Personal Information collected on (Ne form le obtained under the authority of eubaectlon 6(1) of the Aaaeaiment Work Regulation B/96. Under 
aectlon 9 of Ihe Mining Aol, the Information la a public record. ThI* Information wlH be uted to review the WMStment work tnd correspond with 
the mining land holder. QueWloni about Ihto collection ahould be directed to the Chief Mining Recorder, Mlnlitry of Northern Development and 
Mlnee, *th Floor. W3 Rameey Lake Road, Sudbury, Ontario. P36 flBS. C T* l ] f'-f t , /- j j

^ c ^ 6 O; Q

Work Type

Sampling Program

Technicians

Labour

Geologist
'

Lakefield

Units of Work
Depending on the type of work, lit) (he number 
el houre/dayi worked, moirat el drilling, Mto- 
melrat of grW tine, number of templet, ale.

27 days
12 days

8 days

Associated Cotte (e.g. supplies, mobilization end demobilization).

Equipment and operators

Transportation Costs

Food and Lodging Costs

Cost Per Unit 
of work

S 200

6 150

5 350

$ 600

Total Value of Assessment Work

Total Cost

3 5,400

1,800

2,850

2,143

4,200

2,052

S 18,445

Calculations of Piling Discounts:

1. Work filed within two years of performance le claimed at 10046 of the above Total Value of Assessment Work.
2. If work Is filed after two years and up to five years after performance, H can only be claimed at 50*M) of the Total 

Value of Assessment Work. If this situation applies to your claims, use the calculation below:
TOTAL VALUE OF ASSESSMENT WORK x 0.50 - Total S value of worked claimed.

Note:
- Work older than 5 years Is not eligible for credit.
- A recorded holder may be required to verify expenditures claimed In this statement bf costs within 45 days of a 
request for verification and/or correction/clarification. If verification and/or correction/clarification Is not made, the 
Minister may reject all or part of the assessment work submitted.

Certification verifying oosts:

l, Harold Smith 
(ptoeae pdntM name)

, do hereby certify, that the amounts shown are as accurate as may

reasonably be determined and the cents were Incurred while conducting assessment work on the lands Indicated on

the accompanying Declaration of Work form as 

to make this certification.
RECTTVED

JUN O 5 1997

President
(raoonMd Mdw. (gent, w dal* oemp*ny pofluon with Wflnht iMhoniy)

l am authorized

Of II (COM)



Ministry of
Northern Development
and Mines

Ministers du 
Developpement du Nord 
et des Mines

August 21, 1997

CURRIE ROSE RESOURCES INC.
P.O. BOX 1134, 80 KING ST., 4TH FLOOR
ST.CATHARINES, ONTARIO
L2R-7A3

Ontario
Geoscience Assessment Office 
933 Ramsey Lake Road 
6th Floor 
Sudbury, Ontario 
P3E 6B5

Telephone: (888) 415-9846 
Fax: (705) 670-5863

Dear Sir or Madam:

Subject: Transaction Number(s):

Submission Number: 2 .17362

Status
W9750.00073 Deemed Approval

We have reviewed your Assessment Work submission with the above noted Transaction Number(s). The 
attached summary page(s) indicate the results of the review. WE RECOMMEND YOU READ THIS 
SUMMARY FOR THE DETAILS PERTAINING TO YOUR ASSESSMENT WORK.

If the status for a transaction is a 45 Day Notice, the summary will outline the reasons for the notice, and any 
steps you can take to remedy deficiencies. The 90-day deemed approval provision, subsection 6(7) of the 
Assessment Work Regulation, will no longer be in effect for assessment work which has received a 45 Day 
Notice.

Please note any revisions must be submitted in DUPLICATE to the Geoscience Assessment Office, by the 
response date on the summary.

If you have any questions regarding this correspondence, please contact Steve Beneteau by e-mail at 
beneteau-s@torv05.ndm.gov.on.ca or by telephone at (705) 670-5855.

Yours sincerely,

ORIGINAL SIGNED BY
Blair Kite
Supervisor, Geoscience Assessment Office
Mining Lands Section

Correspondence ID: 11240 

Copy for: Assessment Library



Work Report Assessment Results

Submission Number: 2 .17362

Date Correspondence Sent: August 21,1997 AssessorSteve Beneteau

Transaction 
Number

W9750.00073

Section:
18 Other BULK

First Claim 
Number

1110162

Township(s) l Area(s)

LENDRUM, MCMURRAY, RABAZO

Status

Deemed Approval

Approval Date

July 23, 1997

Correspondence to:
Resident Geologist 
Sault Ste. Marie, ON

Assessment Files Library 
Sudbury, ON

Recorded Holder(s) and/or Agent(s):
HAROLD SMITH
ST. CATHARINES, ON, CANADA

CURRIE ROSE RESOURCES INC. 
ST.CATHARINES, ONTARIO

Page: 1
Correspondence ID: 11240
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R E TERENCES

AREAS WITHDRAWN FROM DISPOSITION

M.R.O. -MINING RIGHTS ONLY 

S.R.O. - SURFACE RIGHTS ONLY 

M.+ S. -MINING AND SURFACE RIGHTS 

Description Order No. - Date Disposition File

Grovei Hit

^ T.C Pit 4G-2

Srover^it 

Gravel Pit

"rfovel Pit

M T.C Pit 434 V&4S

C-rovel Pit

M.T.C.Pit407

Grovel Pit

Gravel Pit 

Gravel Pit 

Grove* Pit ^ 

Grovel Pit

114200 

I63O06

114200

114200

114200

II420O

63079

63079

163004

114200

g) W Z/* 4 

(J55WI2/82

22/^/84 Surface Rights Only 149303 

10/6/82 S.R.O. 176054 

39/12/81 S.R O 149303 

9/5/84 S NO

Lcifvo Uf'der Lake Sugfrior Withdrawn From
" " " ~ *~ ~~ " to COMiHtr'ogMa-April 30 ^ 1912

sihown thus : """'sss W ithdrawn From Staking 

B^ Order In CounciJ Dated March 6.1938 

File II487O

M.8-0-WITHOR**N SEC.'a6 OF THE MNNG ACT RSO l!

SBC. M Of TIC MMM9 OPT TOO ISOO

- TIB MMN8 *CT BM 19*0

W-OI/ae NOV.7/88 SAM WITHDIWWN 

3K. 36 OF THE MNN6 ACT RSO IMO

"HE INFORMATION THAT 
APPEARS ON THIS MAP 

tE'EN COMPILED 
FROM VARIOUS SOURCES, 
AND ACCURACY IS NOT 
,UARANTEED THOSE 

WISHING TO STAKE MIN- 
NG CLAIMS SHOULD CON- 
JULT WITH THE MINING 
RECORDER. MINISTRY OF 
, V .^..JERN DEVELOP 
MENt AND MINES. FOR AD 
)IT4ONAL INFORMATION 

THE STATUS OF THE 
DS SHOWN HEHPON.

3N ^-:
s*

The

u :-

Ma y(\ *'t i c^Wear i n 9
:./

9

BAILLOQUET TWP.

37M

/•' i ^ - * \vr ^OicW!*w—^^^^
— x ^

6^573

— — — — -J SSM

GROS/CAP

L oke'

o

.*v.

ft* Mk "l ••••—•^^• If*'!.
i SK RAMZO TWP. aW FW SRO

RABAZO TWP.

i -. .1 7 1 li* 3h 2.14 CH,

LEGEND

HIGHWAY AND ROUTE No. 

OTHER ROADS 

TRAILS . 

SURVEYED LINES:

TOWNSHIPS, BASE LINES, ETC. .

LOTS, MINING CLAIMS, PARCELS, ETC 

UNSURVEYED LINES:

LOT LINES

PARCEL BOUNDARY

MINING CLAIMS ETC. 

RAILWAY AND RIGHT OF WAY H 

UTILITY LINES 

NON-PERENNIAL STREAM 

FLOODING OR FLOODING RIGHTS 

SUBDIVISION OR COMPOSITE PLAN 

RESERVATIONS 

ORIGINAL SHORELINE 

MARSH OR MUSKEG 

MINES 

TRAVERSE MONUMENT

i i

DISPOSITION OF CROWN LANDS v

TYPE OF DOCUMENT SYMBOL

PATENT. SURFACE A MINING RIGHTS ...,.^..,.........

" .SURFACE RIGHTS ONLY_.___.__....__L.

" .MINING RIGHTS ONLY  ... 

LEASE. SURFACE ft MINING RIGHTS  .--............

" .SURFACE RIGHTS ONLY.____     .....  

" , MINING RIGHTS ONLY......._.__........._.

LICENCE OF OCCUPATION .___.____..._J..........

ORDER-IN^COUNCIL .......J_........^..............^

RESERVATION ............__  -.................^  

CANCELLED.- *^..........___ ..,................__ ft

SAND ft GRAVEL __......_____.._. ^............ (J)

NOTE: MINING RIGHTS IN PARCELS PATENTED PRIOR TO MAY 6.
1913, VESTED IN ORIGINAL PATENTEE 8Y THE PUBLIC

. - - LANDS ACT. R.S.O. 1970. CHAP. 3M. SEC. 63. SUBSEC 1.

B 

T

.SCALE: 1 INCH - 40 CHAINS

O 1000 2OOO 40OO 6000 8000

O 200
METRES

10OO
(1 KM)

2000 
(2 KM)

This Twp. Under Subdivision Control By The 
Municipality Of The Twp. Of Michipicoten. Refer 
To Township By- Low 18-53 File : 167561
TOWNSHIP

LENDRUM.l? 36
^^^F .

M.N.R, ADMINISTRATIVE DISTRICT ^ W

WAWA
MINING DIVISION

SAULT STE. MARIE
LAND TITLES/ REGISTRY DIVISION

ALGOMA

Ontario

Ministryof Land
Natural Management

Resources Branch

Oitt NOVEMBER 1984 Umber

G-2785

41N15NW0048 2.17362 MCMURRAY 220



662000mE 663000mE 664000mE 665000mE 666000mE

5313000mN

5312000mN

5311000mN

yv i 'i m•i s * li 1,1
10*5592

\\ ) l

41N1SNVW0482.17382MCMURRAY

LENDRUM

CURRIE ROSE 
RESOURCES INC.

117453i*1174414

5313000mN

5312000mN

KIMBERLITE SAMPLING PROGRAM 
WAWA DIAMOND PROJECT

NTS 41 N/15

MAPS TO ACCOMPANY
A REPORT DATED APRIL 1997

BY ART ELLIS

UNIVERSAL TRANSVERSE MERCATOR (6 1') PROJECTION 

GRID INTERVALS 1000 METERS

1991 MAGNETIC BEARING APPROX. 6 41' W OF GRID NORTH. 
ANNUAL CHANGE INCREASING 4.7' W

CONTOUR INTERVAL 10 METERS

MAPS DRAWN BY: ART ELLIS
tec e 3i co soot,

662000mE 663000mE 664000mE

SCALE l: 5000

tHIOOOmN

665000mE 666000mE


